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INTRODUCTION
If g is a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra, the associated
``untwisted'' affine Lie algebra g is a central extension, with one-dimen-Ã
= sional centre, of the space of Laurent polynomial maps C ª g on which
.a Lie bracket is defined using pointwise operations . Since the cocycle of
the extension vanishes on the constant maps, we can regard g as a
subalgebra of g. If V is any representation of g , it is easy to extend theÃ
action of g on V to an action of g on the same space. If a g C=,Ã
evaluation at a gives a homomorphism e¨ : g ª g under which theÃa
.centre maps to zero which is the identity on g , so pulling back V by e¨a
w xgives the desired extension. It follows from the results of 4 that, if V is
finite-dimensional and irreducible, these are, up to isomorphism, the only
possible extensions.
 .  .Quantum deformations U g and U g of the universal envelopingÃq q
algebras of g and g were introduced in 1985 by Drinfel'd and Jimbo.Ã
These algebras depend on a parameter q g C=: we assume throughout
 w x w xthis paper that q is transcendental. It is well-known see 7 or 11 , for
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.example that, up to twisting by certain simple automorphisms, there is a
natural one-to-one correspondence between the finite-dimensional repre-
 .sentations of U g and those of g. Corresponding representations haveq
the same character, and hence the same dimension. However, the struc-
 .ture of the finite-dimensional representations of U g is not well under-Ãq
stood. A parametrization of these representations in the spirit of Cartan's
highest weight classification of the finite-dimensional irreducible represen-
w x w xtations of g is proved in the case g s sl in 5 , and in 8 in general.2
 .As in the classical situation, we may regard U g as a subalgebra ofq
 .  .U g . If g is of type sl , the action of U g on any representation VÃq n q
 .extends to a representation of U g . However, if g is not of type sl , it isÃq n
 .not usually possible to extend the action of U g on an irreducibleq
 .finite-dimensional representation V to an action of U g on V. Thus, it isÃq
natural to ask how V can be ``enlarged'' to obtain a representation of
 . w xU g . To make this question precise, we define in 3 a natural partialÃq
 .ordering on the set of isomorphism classes of representations of U g . Byq
an affinization of a finite-dimensional irreducible representation V of
Ã .  .U g , we mean an irreducible representation V of U g which contains VÃq q
 .as a U g -subrepresentation with multiplicity one, and such that all otherq
Ã .irreducible U g -subrepresentations of V are strictly smaller than V.q
There is a clear analogy with the classical Harish Chandra theory of
 . .g , K -modules here.
It is not difficult to show that any given representation V has only
 .  .finitely many affinizations at least one up to U g -isomorphism, and oneq
may ask if any of them is ``canonical.'' A reasonable interpretation of this
 .question is to look for the minimal affinization s of V, with respect to our
w xpartial order. If g s sl , we show in 6 that every finite-dimensionaln
 .  .irreducible representation of U g has, up to U g -isomorphism, a uniqueq q
w xminimal affinization. In 3 , it was shown that, if g is of type C or G ,2 2
there is again a unique minimal affinization, and we describe it precisely in
 .terms of the highest weight classification of representations of U gÃq
mentioned above. In contrast to the sl case, the minimal affinization inn
 .these cases is not, in general, irreducible as a representation of U g . Inq
this paper, we treat the case where g is an arbitrary simply laced algebra.
The techniques we develop will also be used in the non-simply laced case,
to be treated elsewhere, and in the solution of certain related problems
concerning the representation theory of quantum affine algebras see
.below .
 .The problem of constructing affinizations of representations of U g isq
important in several areas of mathematics and physics, as has been
emphasized by Frenkel and Reshetikhin, among others see Remark 4.2 in
w x.12 . As one example, recall that to any finite-dimensional irreducible
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 .representation V of U g one can associate an R-matrix, i.e., an elementq
 .R g End V m V which satisfies the quantum Yang]Baxter equation
 .QYBE . There are many situations, however, in which it is important to
have a solution of the ``QYBE with spectral parameters.'' This is so, for
example, in the theory of lattice models in statistical mechanics, for only
when the R-matrix constructed from the Boltzmann weights of the model
satisfies the QYBE with spectral parameters can one prove the existence
of commuting transfer matrices and deduce the integrability of the model.
 w x .See 7 , for example, for an introduction to these ideas. Thus, it is natural
to ask when R can be ``embedded'' in a parameter-dependent R-matrix
 .  .R u g End V m V . A sufficient condition for this is that the action of
 .  .U g on V extends to an action of U g on V, for then V itself can beÃq q
 .embedded in a 1-parameter family of representations of U g by twistingÃq
 . with a certain 1-parameter family of automorphisms of U g whichÃq
= .correspond, in the classical case, to ``rescaling'' the C parameter in g .Ã
 .A second example concerns the affine Toda field theory ATFT associ-
 . w xated to g. This admits U g* as a ``quantum symmetry group'' 2 , whereÃ Ãq
g* is the dual affine Lie algebra whose generalized Cartan matrix is theÃ
.transpose of that of g . The quantum particles of the ATFT shouldÃ
therefore correspond to the finite-dimensional irreducible representations
 . w xof U g* . In 10 , Dorey gave a remarkable Lie-theoretic description ofÃq
w xthe ``fusings'' of the quantum particles, and this led physicists 14 to a
conjecture about tensor products of certain finite-dimensional irreducible
w xrepresentations of quantum affine algebras. In 9 , we use the techniques
of this paper to prove this conjecture.
1. QUANTUM AFFINE ALGEBRAS AND THEIR
REPRESENTATIONS
In this section, we collect the results about quantum affine algebras
which we shall need later.
Let g be a finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra with Cartan
 .subalgebra h and Cartan matrix A s a . Fix coprime positivei j i, jg I
 .  . I qintegers d such that d a is symmetric. Let P s Z and let P si ig I i i j
  . 4  q. l g P ¬ l i G 0 for all i g I . Let R resp. R be the set of roots resp.
.  .positive roots of g. Let a i g I be the simple roots and let u be thei
 .highest root. Define a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form , on h*
1 .  .by a , a s d a , and set d s u , u . Let Q s [ Z ? a ; h* bei j i i j 0 i2 ig I
the root lattice, and set Qqs  N ? a . Define a partial order G on Pig I i
by l G m iff l y m g Qq.
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Let q g C= be transcendental, and, for r, n g N, n G r, define
q n y qyn
w xn s ,q y1q y q
w x w x w x w x w xn !s n n y 1 ??? 2 1 ,q q q q q
w xn !qn s .r q w x w xr ! n y r !q q
 .PROPOSITION 1.1. There is a Hopf algebra U g o¨er C which is gener-q
" "1  .ated as an algebra by elements x , k i g I , with the following definingi i
relations:
k ky1 s ky1 k s 1, k k s k k ,i i i i i j j i
k x "ky1 s q" ai j x ",i j i i j
k y ky1i iq yx , x s d ,i j i j y1q y qi i
1yai j
r 1ya yr1 y a i j" " "i j x x x s 0, i / j. .  . i j ir qirs0
 .The comultiplication D, counit e , and antipode S of U g are gi¨ en byq
D xq s xqm k q 1 m xq, .i i i i
D xy s xym 1 q ky1 m xy, .i i i i
D k "1 s k "1 m k "1 , .i i i
e x " s 0, e k "1 s 1, .  .i i
S xq s yxqky1 , S xy s yk xy, S k "1 s k .1 , .  .  .i i i i i i i i
for all i g I.
 .The Cartan involution v of U g is the unique algebra automorphismq
 . " . "1 .1of U g which takes x ¬ yx , k ¬ k , for all i g I.q i i i i
Ã Ã 4  .Let I s I @ 0 and let A s a be the extended Cartan matrix ofÃi j i, jg I
 .g , i.e., the generalized Cartan matrix of the untwisted affine Lie algebra
g associated to g. Let q s q d0.Ã 0
" "1 Ã .  .THEOREM 1.2. Let U g be the algebra with generators x , k i g IÃq i i
and the defining relations those in 1.1, but with the indices i, j allowed to be
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Ã  .arbitrary elements of I. Then, U g is a Hopf algebra with comultiplication,Ãq
Ã .counit, and antipode gi¨ en by the same formulas as in 1.1 but with i g I .
 . " Moreo¨er, U g is isomorphic to the algebra A with generators x i g I,Ãq q i, r
. "1  .   4. "1r2r g Z , k i g I , h i g I, r g Z _ 0 and c , and the followingi i, r
defining relations:
c"1r2 are central,
k ky1 s ky1 k s 1, c1r2cy1r2 s cy1r2c1r2 s 1,i i i i
k k s k k , k h s h k ,i j j i i j , r j , r i
k x ky1 s q" ai j x " ,i j , r i i j , r
1 cr y cyr
w xh , h s d ra ,i , r j , s r ,ys i j q y1ir q y qj j
1
" . < r < r2 "w xh , x s " ra c x ,i , r j , s i j j , rqsqir
x " x " y q" ai j x " x " s q" ai j x " x " y x " x " ,i , rq1 j , s i j , s i , rq1 i i , r j , sq1 j , sq1 i , r
c rys.r2fq y cy rys.r2fyi , rqs i , rqsq yx , x s d ,i , r j , s i j y1q y qi i
m
k m " " " " "y1 x ??? x x x ??? x s 0, i / j, .  i , r i , r j , s i , r i , rp 1. p k . p kq1. p m .k qipgS ks0m
for all sequences of integers r , . . . r , where m s 1 y a , S is the symmetric1 m i j m
group on m letters, and the f " are determined by equating powers of u in thei, r
formal power series
` `
" " r "1 y1 " sf u s k exp " q y q h u . . i , " r i i i i , " s /
rs0 ss1
m qiIf u s  m a , set k s  k . Suppose that the root ¨ector x of gig I i i u ig I i u
q  .corresponding to u is expressed in terms of the simple root ¨ectors x i g Ii
of g as
q q q q qx s l x , x , . . . , x , x . . .u i i i k j1 2
= "  .  .for some l g C . Define maps w : U g ª U g byÃ Ãi q q
w " a s x " a y k "1ak .1 x " . .i i , 0 i i i , 0
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 .Then, the isomorphism f : U g ª A is defined on generators byÃq q
f k s ky1 , f k s k , f x " s x " i g I , .  .  . .0 u i i i i , 0
f xq s mwy ??? wy xy ky1 , .  .0 i i j , 1 u1 k
f xy s lk wq ??? wq xq , .  .0 u i i j , y11 k
where m g C= is determined by the condition
k y ky10 0q yx , x s .0 0 y1q y q0 0
w xSee 1, 7, and 11 for further details.
 .  .Note that there is a canonical homomorphism U g ª U g such thatÃq q
" " "1 "1  .x ¬ x , k ¬ k for all i g I. Thus, any representation of U g mayÃi i i i q
 .be regarded as a representation of U g .q
Ã" Ã0 " .  .Let U resp. U be the subalgebra of U g generated by the xÃq i, r
 " . "  0.resp., by the f for all i g I, r g Z. Similarly, let U resp. U be thei, r
 . "  "1.subalgebra of U g generated by the x resp. by the k for all i g I.q i i
 .  . y 0 qPROPOSITION 1.3. a U g s U ? U ? U .q
Ãy Ã0 Ãq .  .b U g s U ? U ? U .Ãq
w x w xSee 7 or 13 for details.
 .We shall make use of the following automorphisms of U g :Ãq
 . =PROPOSITION 1.4. a For all t g C , there exists a Hopf algebra auto-
 .morphism t of U g such thatÃt q
t x " s t r x " , t h s t rh , . .t i , r i , r t i , r i , r
t k "1 s k "1 , t c"1r2 s c"1r2 . . .t i i t
 .  .b There is a unique algebra in¨olution v of U g gi¨ en on generatorsÃ Ãq
by
v x " s yx . , v h s y h , .Ã Ã .i , r i , yr i , r i , r
v f " s f . , v k "1 s k .1 ,Ã Ã .  .i , r i , yr i i
v c"1r2 s c.1r2 . .Ã
Moreo¨er, we ha¨e
v m v (D s Dop ( v , .Ã Ã Ã
op  .where D is the opposite comultiplication of U g .Ãq
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w xSee 3 for the proof. Note that v is compatible, via the canonicalÃ
 .  .  .homomorphism U g ª U g with the Cartan involution v of U g .Ãq q q
 .A representation W of U g is said to be of type 1 if it is the direct sumq
of its weight spaces
W s w g W ¬ k ? w s q l i.w l g P . . 4l i i
If W / 0, then l is a weight of W. A vector w g W is a highest weightl l
vector if xq ? w s 0 for all i g I, and W is a highest weight representationi
 .with highest weight l if W s U g ? w for some highest weight vectorq
w g W . Lowest weight vectors and representations are defined similarly,l
by replacing xq by xy.i i
w x w xFor a proof of the following proposition, see 7 or 13 .
 .  .PROPOSITION 1.5. a E¨ery finite-dimensional representation of U g isq
completely reducible.
 .  .b E¨ery finite-dimensional irreducible representation of U g can beq
obtained from a type 1 representation by twisting with an automorphism of
 .U g .q
 .  .c E¨ery finite-dimensional irreducible representation of U g of type 1q
is both highest and lowest weight. Assigning to such a representation its highest
weight defines a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of finite-di-
 . qmensional irreducible type-1 representations of U g and P .q
 .  .  .d The finite-dimensional irreducible representation V l of U g ofq
highest weight l g Pq has the same character as the irreducible representation
of g of the same highest weight.
 .   .  ..  .e The multiplicity m V l m V m of V n in the tensor productn
 .  . qV l m V m , where l, m, n g P , is the same as in the tensor product of the
irreducible representations of g of the same highest weight this statement
 .  ..makes sense in ¨iew of parts a and c .
 . 1r2A representation V of U g is of type 1 if c acts as the identity on V,Ãq
 .and if V is of type 1 as a representation of U g . A vector ¨ g V is aq
highest weight vector if
xq ? ¨ s 0, f " ? ¨ s F" ¨ , c1r2 ? ¨ s ¨ ,i , r i , r i , r
for some complex numbers F" . A type-1 representation V is a highesti, r
 .weight representation if V s U g ? ¨ , for some highest weight vector ¨ ,Ãq
 .  " .and the pair of I = Z -tuples F is its highest weight. Note thati, r ig I, r g Z
q  y .  . q y F s 0 resp. F s 0 if r - 0 resp., if r ) 0 , and that F F s 1. Ini, r i, r i, 0 i, 0
w x  .7 , highest weight representations of U g are called ``pseudo-highestÃq
.  .weight.'' Lowest weight vectors and representations of U g are definedÃq
similarly.
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q l  .If l g P , let P be the set of all I-tuples P of polynomialsi ig I
w x  .  .P g C u , with constant term 1, such that deg P s l i for all i g I. Seti i
P s D q P l.lg P
 .THEOREM 1.6. a E¨ery finite-dimensional irreducible representation of
 .U g can be obtained from a type-1 representation by twisting with anÃq
 .automorphism of U g .Ãq
 .  .b E¨ery finite-dimensional irreducible representation of U g of type 1Ãq
is both highest and lowest weight.
 .  .c Let V be a finite-dimensional irreducible representation of U g ofÃq
 " .  .type 1 and highest weight F . Then, there exists P s P g Pi, r ig I, r g Z i ig I
such that
` y2 `P q u .i iq r degP . y yriF u s q s F u , i , r i i , rP u .irs0 rs0
in the sense that the left- and right-hand terms are the Laurent expansions of
the middle term about 0 and `, respecti¨ ely. Assigning to V the I-tuple P
defines a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of finite-dimensional
 .irreducible representations of U g of type 1 and P.Ãq
 .d Let P, Q g P be as abo¨e, and let ¨ and ¨ be highest weightP Q
 .  .  .  .¨ectors of V P and V Q , respecti¨ ely. Then, in V P m V Q ,
xq ? ¨ m ¨ s 0, f " ? ¨ m ¨ s C" ¨ m ¨ , .  .  .i , r P Q i , r P Q i , r P Q
where the complex number C" are related to the polynomials P Q as the F"i, r i i i, r
 .  .are related to P in c . In particular, if P m Q denotes the I-tuple P Q ,i i i ig I
 .then V P m Q is isomorphic to a quotient of the subrepresentation of
 .  .V P m V Q generated by the tensor product of the highest weight ¨ectors.
w x  " .See 7 for further details. If the highest weight F of V isi, r ig I, r g Z
 .given by an I-tuple P as in part c , we shall often abuse notation by saying
that V has highest weight P.
w xWe shall need the following result from 3 .
 .  .LEMMA 1.7. Let r : U g ª End V be a finite-dimensional irreducibleÃq
 . =representation of type 1 with highest weight P s P . For any t g C ,i ig I
U  . U  .denote by t V the representation r (t . Then, t V has highest weightt t t
t  t.P s P , wherei ig I
P t u s P tu . .  .i i
w xFollowing 3 , we say that a finite-dimensional irreducible representation
 . q  .V of U g is an affinization of l g P if V ( V P as a representation ofÃq
 . lU g , for some P g P . Two affinizations of l are equivalent if they areÃq
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 . w xisomorphic as representations of U g ; we denote by V the equivalenceq
class of V. Let Q l be the set of equivalence classes of affinizations of l.
w xThe following result is proved in 3 .
q w x w x l w x w xPROPOSITION 1.8. If l g P and V , W g Q , we write V $ W iff ,]
for all m g Pq, either
 .  .  .i m V F m W , orm m
 .  .  .ii there exists n ) m with m V - m W .n n
Then, $ is a partial order on Q l.]
w x lAn affinization V of l is minimal if V is a minimal element of Q for
w x l w x w x w xthe partial order $, i.e., if W g Q and W $ V implies that V s] ]
w x w x lW . It is proved in 3 that Q is a finite set, so minimal affinizations
certainly exist.
2. DIAGRAM SUBALGEBRAS
In this section, g is any finite-dimensional complex simple Lie algebra.
 .Let J be any non-empty connected subset of I, and let U g be theq J
 .Hopf subalgebra of U g defined by the generators and relations in 1.1q
 .for which all the indices i, j g J. Similarly, let U g be the subalgebra ofÃq J
 .U g defined by the generators and relations in 1.2 for which all theÃq
 . qindices i, j g J. Let P be the set of weights of U g , R the set ofJ q J J
positive roots, etc. If l g P, let l be the restriction of l: I ª Z to J.J
 . w xSimilarly, if P s P g P is an I-tuple of polynomials in C u withi ig I
 .constant term 1, let P g P be the J-tuple P .J J i ig J
 .  .Let D be the comultiplication of U g . Note that U g is not aÃ ÃJ q J q J
 .Hopf subalgebra of U g in general. However, we do haveÃq
 .  .LEMMA 2.1. Let B / J : I be connected, and let r : U g ª U g beÃ ÃJ q J q
the canonical homomorphism of algebras. Then, for all i g J,
D x " y r m r D x " g U g m U g , .  .  .Ã Ã .  . . h9 h 0[i , "1 J J J i , "1 q q
h9 , h 0
where the sum is o¨er those h9, h0 g Q _ Q such that h9 q h0 s "a , andJ i
U g s u g U g ¬ k uky1 s qh j.u for all j g I . .  .Ã Ã 4hq q j j
The proof of this lemma can be deduced in a straightforward manner
w xfrom 1 .
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Fix a non-empty connected subset J : I. Let l g Pq, P g P l, and let
 .M be a highest weight representation of U g with highest weight P andÃq
 .highest weight vector m. Let M s U g ? m. Then it follows from 1.3ÃJ q J
that
M s M . 1 .[J lyh
qhgQ J
Similarly, let m g Pq, Q g P m, let N be a highest weight representation
 .of U g of highest weight Q and highest weight vector n, and letÃq
 .N s U g ? n. Then, we haveÃJ q J
M m N s M m N . 2 .  .lqmyh[J J
qhgQ J
 .Indeed, it is obvious that the left-hand side of 2 is contained in the
right-hand side. On the other hand,
M m N s M m N , . lqmyh [ lyh 9 myh 0
h9 , h 0
where the sum is over those h9, h0 g Qq such that h9 q h0 s h. But,
q q  .  .since h g Q , this clearly forces h9, h0 g Q , so by 1 , M m N :J J lqmyh
 .M m N . This proves 2 .J J
 .Now, M m N admits an obvious action of U g by using D ; weÃJ J q J J
denote this representation by M m N . On the other hand, for weightJ J J
 " .  " .reasons, the action of the D x , D f , for all i g J, r g Z, obviouslyi, r i, r
 .qpreserves [ M m N . This gives another representation ofhg Q lqmyhJ
 .U g on M m N , using D, which we denote by M m N .Ãq J J J J J
PROPOSITION 2.2. The identity map M m N ª M m N is an isomor-J J J J J
 .phism of representations of U g .Ãq J
 .Proof. The map obviously commutes with the action of U g . Fromq J
 .1.2, it follows that U g is generated as an algebra by the elements ofÃq J
 . " "1r2 1r2U g , the x for i g J, r s "1, and the c . Since c acts as theq J i, r
identity on M and N, it suffices to prove that, for all m9 g M , n9 g N ,J J
i g J, r s "1.
D x " ? m9 m n9 y r m r D x " ? m9 m n9 s 0. 3 .  .  .  . .  . .i , r J J J i , r
 .The left-hand side of 3 obviously belongs to M m N , since both termsJ J
involved do. On the other hand, by 2.1, the left-hand side also belongs to
U g ? m9 m U g ? n9, .  .Ã Ãh9 h 0[ q q
h9 , h 0
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where the sum is over those h9, h0 g Q _ Q such that h9 q h0 s "a .J i
We may assume that m9 g M , n9 g N , where j 9, j 0 g Qq. Then,lyj 9 myj 0 J
the weight of the first factor in a typical non-zero term in the above sum is
 .l y j 9 q h9. On the other hand, by 1 , its weight must be of the form
l y h for some h g Qq. Thus,J
h9 s j 9 y h .
But this is impossible, since j 9 y h g Qq but h9 f Qq. Hence, theJ J
 .left-hand side of 3 is zero.
LEMMA 2.3. Let B / J : I define a connected subdiagram of the Dynkin
 .diagram of g. Let P g P, and let ¨ be a U g -highest weight ¨ector inÃP q
 .  .  .V P . Then, U g ? ¨ is an irreducible representation of U g with highestÃ Ãq J P q J
weight P .J
 .Proof. Let W be a non-zero irreducible U g -subrepresentation ofÃq J
 .  .U g ? ¨ . Since U g ? ¨ is obviously preserved by the action of k forÃ Ãq J P q J P i
 .all i g I, it follows by 1.3 and 1.6 b that we can choose 0 / w g W l
 . qV P , for some m g l y Q , such thatm J
xq ? w s 0, 4 .i , r
f " ? w s F" w , 5 .i , r i , r
" q  .for some F g C and all i g J, r g Z. Since m g l y Q , we see that 4i, r J
actually holds for all i g I, r g Z. Let Wq be the linear subspace spanned
 .  .  .  .by all elements w g U g ? ¨ l V P satisfying 4 and 5 for fixedÃq J P m
F" . The relations in 1.2 show that the f " preserve Wq for all i g I,i, r i, r
"  . qr g Z. Since the f act as commuting operators on V P , and so on W ,i, r
q  .  .there exists w9 g W satisfying both 4 and 5 for all i g I, r g Z. This
means that w9 must be a scalar multiple of ¨ , and so m s l. Thus,P
qW s C ? ¨ and the lemma is established.P
LEMMA 2.4. Let B / J : I, define a connected subdiagram of the Dynkin
diagram of g. Let l g Pq, P g P l, and m g l y Qq. Then, if M is anyJ
 .highest weight representation of U g with highest weight P and highestÃq
weight ¨ector m, we ha¨e
m M s m M , .  .m m JJ
 .where M s U g ? m.ÃJ q J
 .Proof. If V is any type 1 representation of U g and m g P, setÃq
Vq s ¨ g V ¬ xq ? ¨ s 0 for all i g I . 4m m i , 0
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 .Similarly, if W is any type-1 representation of U g , and n g P , defineÃq J J
Wq in the obvious way. It is clear thatn
qqm M s dim M , m M s dim M . .  .  . .  /mm m m J J JJ
Thus, it suffices to prove that
qqM s M . 6 .  .mm J J
q Ãy q .If ¨ g M , then, by 1.3 b , ¨ g U ? m, where, for any h g Q ,m lym
y y y1 h  i.Ã ÃU s u g U k uk s q u for all i g I . 5h i i i
q Ãy q .Since l y m g Q , it follows that ¨ g U ? m, and hence that ¨ g M .J J J m J
 .qConversely, since conjugation by k clearly preserves M : M for alli J m J
 .  .qi g I, it suffices to prove that every U g -weight vector ¨ in Mq J m Jq q  .belongs to M . If ¨ g M , then n s m , and n g l y Q by 1.3 b .m n J J J
This implies that n s m, since restriction to J is injective on Qq. ThatJ
qx ? ¨ s 0 for all i g I _ J is now clear, and the converse is proved.i, 0
The assumption that J is connected in 2.3 and 2.4 guaranteed that g J
 .  .was simple, and hence standard results about U g and U g could beÃq q
 .  .applied to U g and U g . The next two lemmas describe someÃq J q J
consequences of restricting to disconnected subdiagrams.
LEMMA 2.5. Let J , J : I be non-empty subsets for which a s 0 if1 2 i j
 . qi g J , j g J in particular, J l J s B . Let l g P and assume that1 2 1 2
l  . ql s 0. If P g P and m is a weight of V P in l y Q , then m gJ J j J2 1 2
l y Qq.J1
 .Proof. By 1.3, every vector in V P is a linear combination of vectorsm
of the form
xy xy ??? xy ? ¨ , 7 .i , r i , r i , r P1 1 2 2 k k
where i , i , . . . , i g J j J , r , r , . . . , r g Z, k G 1. Since a s 0 if1 2 k 1 2 1 2 k i j
i g J , j g J , the relations in 1.2 tell us that1 2
y yx , x s 0i , r j , s
if i g J , j g J , r, s g Z. Hence, we may assume that, in any expression1 2
 . y y7 , all of the x 's with i g J occur to the right of all x 's with i g J .i, r 2 i, r 1
Since l s 0, it follows that xy ? ¨ s 0 if i g J , r g Z, so an expressionJ i, r P 22
 .of type 7 vanishes unless i , . . . , i all belong to J .1 k 1
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If B / J : I, l g P, let lJ g P be defined by
l i if i g J , .Jl i s .  0 if i f J .
 . JSimilarly, if P s P g P, let P g P have ith component equal to Pi ig I i
if i g J, and equal to 1 otherwise.
LEMMA 2.6. Let
 4I s J @ i @ J1 0 2
 .disjoint union , where J and J are such that a s 0 if i g J , j g J . Let1 2 i j 1 2
l g Pq, P g P l, and let m g Pq be of the form
m s l y r a r g N . . j j j
jgI , j/i0
 .   J1 @ i04.  J2 .. Then, any U g -highest weight ¨ector ¨ in V P m V P resp. inq m
  J1.  J2 @ i04.. .V P m V P can be writtenm
¨ s w m wX , 8 . t t
t
 J1 @ i04. X  J2 .   J1. X  J2 @ i04..where w g V P , w g V P resp. w g V P , w g V P ,t t t t
X  . J1 @ i04and w , w are U g -highest weight ¨ectors of weights l y  r at t q jg J j j1J2  J1 J2 @ i04 .and l y  r a resp. l y  r a and l y  r a .jg J j j jg J j j jg J j j2 1 2
  4In the former case, we assume that J @ i is connected, in the latter, that1 0
 4 .J @ i is connected.2 0
 J1 @ i04.  J2 . Proof. We consider the tensor product V P m V P the proof
.  .in the other case is similar . We can obviously write ¨ in the form 8 for
 . Xsome non-zero U g weight vectors w and w , of weights m and m , say.q t t t t 9
We may assume, without loss of generality, that the wX are linearlyt
independent. Since m q mX s m for all t, it now follows from 2.5 thatt t
m g lJ1 @ i04 y Qq , mX g lJ2 y Qq. For weight reasons, it is clear thatt J t J1 2
q  4 q X  4x ? w s 0 if j g J @ i , x ? w s 0 if j g J @ i .j t 2 0 j t 1 0
Hence, if j g J , we have1
xq? ¨ s xq ? w m k ? wX q w m xq? wX s 0, .j j t j t t j t
t
so
q m
X
t j.xq ? w m wX s 0. j j t t
t
Since the wX are linearly independent, it follows that xq ? w s 0 for allt j t
 .j g J . Hence, each w is a U g -highest weight vector. Interchanging the1 t q
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X X  .roles of w and w one shows that the w are also U g -highest weightt t t q
vectors, thus proving the lemma.
 .3. THE sl C CASEnq1
 4If g is of type A , we take I s 1, . . . , n , where a s 2, a s y1 ifn ii i j
< <i y j s 1, and a s 0 otherwise. The following result describes the mini-i j
mal affinizations of l, for all l g Pq, in this case.
By the q-segment of length r g N and centre a g C=, we mean the set
 yrq1 yrq3 ry14of complex numbers aq , aq , . . . , aq .
 . q lTHEOREM 3.1. Let g s sl C , and let l g P . Then, Q has anq1
 .unique minimal element. Moreo¨er, this element is represented by V P , for
l  .P g P , if and only if , for all i g I such that l i ) 0, the roots of P formi
=  .the q-segment with centre a , for some a g C , and length l i , where eitheri i
 .  .  .a for all i - j, such that l i ) 0 and l j ) 0,
ai l i.q2l iq1.q ??? ql jy1..q jyis q ,
aj
or
 .  .  .b for all i - j, such that l i ) 0 and l j ) 0.
aj l i.q2l iq1.q ??? ql jy1..q jyis q .
ai
 .  .  .In both cases, V P ( V l as representations of U g .q
w x l  .Proof. By Theorem 2.9 in 6 , if P g P , then V P is irreducible as a
 .representation of U sl if and only if the conditions in 3.1 hold. It isq nq1
lw  .xobvious that V P is then the unique minimal eement of Q .
As an immediate consequence, we have
 .COROLLARY 3.2. Let g s sl C , and let B / J : I define a connectednq1
 .subdiagram of the Dynkin diagram of g which is therefore of type A . Let< J <
q l  .l g P and P g P be such that V P is a minimal affinization of l. Then:
 .  .a V P is a minimal affinization of l , andJ J
 .  J . Jb V P is a minimal affinization of l .
The following result is of crucial importance in the next section.
 . q lPROPOSITION 3.3. Let g s sl C , let l g P , and let P g P be suchnq1
that
 .  .a V P is not a minimal affinization of l, and
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 .  .b V P is a minimal affinization of l , for i s 1, n. Then,I _i4 I _i4
  ..m V P ) 0.lyu
 .  .Proof. As a representation of U g , we have, by 1.5 a ,q
V P s V [ V , 9 .  .[0 t
t
 .  . q where V ( V l , V ( V l y h , and h g Q , h / 0 the h are not0 t t t t t
. q  .  .necessarily distinct . Let ¨ be a U g -highest weight vector in V P , andÃP q
y  . q q¨ a U g -lowest weight vector. We claim that either x ? ¨ f V orÃP q 0 P 0
xy? ¨yf V . Indeed, suppose the contrary and let ¨ g V . Then,0 P 0 0
¨ s xy? ¨q s xq? ¨y ,P P
" " w " .xfor some x g U . Since x , x s 0 by the relations in Proposition 1.1,0
it follows that
x "? ¨ s x "x .? ¨ "s x .x "? ¨ "g x .? V : V .0 0 P 0 P 0 0
 .  .y1But, since k acts on V P as k k ??? k , the algebra of operators on0 1 2 n
 .  .  .V P defined by the action of U g is generated by the action of U gÃq q
"  .  .and x . It follows that V is a U g -subrepresentation of V P , and henceÃ0 0 q
 .  .that V P s V , contradicting 3.3 i .0
Write ¨ for ¨q from now on, and assume, without loss of generality,P P
that xq ? ¨ f V . Then, xq? ¨ must have non-zero component, with0 P 0 0 P
 .respect to the decomposition 9 , in some V with h / 0. Then h F u , andt t t
it suffices to prove that h s u .t
Suppose for a contradiction that h - u . Then,t
n
h s r a ,t i i
is1
 .where each r s 0 or 1, and at least one r s 0. If r s 0 resp., r s 0 ,i i 1 n
 4   4.applying 2.3 and 2.4 with J s J _ 1 resp. J s J _ n gives
m V P s m V P , .  . .  .lyh lyh . Jt t J
 .which vanishes by 3.1 because V P is a minimal affinization of l byJ J
 .   ..3.2 b . But this is impossible, since m V P ) 0.lyh t
Thus, r s 0, for some 1 - i - n. Leti
 4  4J s 1, 2, . . . , i y 1 , J s i q 1, i q 2, . . . , n .1 2
 .   J1 @ i4.  J2 ..By 2.6, any U g -highest weight vector ¨ in V P m V P isÃq lyh t
of the form
¨ s w m wX , r r
r
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X  .where the w and the w are U g -highest weight vectors of weightsr r q
J1 @ i4 J2  .l y  r a and l y  r a , respectively. But, by 3.2 b andj- i j j j) i j j
 .  J1 @ i4.  J2 .3.3 b , both V P and V P are minimal affinizations, so, by 3.1, we
have r s 0 for all j - i and for all j ) i. But then h s 0, a contradiction.j t
w xWe isolate the result in the sl case; this was proved in 6 .2
 . rl1PROPOSITION 3.4. Let g s sl C . For any r g N, Q has a unique2
 .minimal element. This element is represented by V P where P is any
w x rl1polynomial of degree r whose roots form a q-segment. If W g Q is not
 .minimal, then m W ) 0. ry2.l1
4. THE MAIN REDUCTION
In this section, we continue to assume that g is an arbitrary finite-di-
 .mensional complex simple Lie algebra. We show see Proposition 4.2 that
minimal affinizations remain minimal on restriction to certain ``admissible''
subdiagrams of the Dynkin diagram of g. To explain the meaning of
``admissible,'' suppose temporarily that g is of type D or E. Let i g I be0
the unique node of the Dynkin diagram of g which is linked to three
nodes other than itself. The set I can then be written as a disjoint union
 4I s I @ I @ I @ i1 2 3 0
such that
 .  4i I j i is of type A, for r s 1, 2, 3,r 0
 .ii for each r s 1, 2, 3, there exists exactly one i g I such thatr
a / 0, andi i0
 .iii a s 0 if i g I , j g I , r / s.i j r s
Clearly, I , I , I are uniquely determined, up to a permutation.1 2 3
DEFINITION 4.1. Let J be a non-empty subset of I. If g is not of type
D or E, J is admissible iff J is of type A. If g is of type D or E, then J is
admissible iff the following two conditions are satisfied:
 .  4i J : I j i for some r s 1, 2, 3, andr 0
 .  .ii J is connected or, equivalently, J is of type A .
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let J : I be admissible, let l g Pq, and let P s
 . l  .  .P g P . If V P is a minimal affinization of l, then V P is a minimali ig I J
affinization of l .J
Remark. This result is definitely false if J is not admissible, as will
become clear in Theorem 6.1.
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< < < <Proof of 4.2. The proof proceeds by induction on J . If J s 1, we
must prove, in view of 3.4, that the roots of each P form a q -segment.i i
Assume first that i is linked to exactly one other node in I, and suppose
for a contradiction that the roots of P do not form a q -segment. Let Qi i i
 .  .be any polynomial with constant term 1 such that deg Q s deg P , andi i
whose roots do form a q -segment. Let Q be the I-tuple which is equal to Pi
w  .x w  .xexcept in the ith place, where it equals Q . We prove that V Q $ V P ,i
 .giving the desired contradiction to the minimality of V P .
 4Note that, by taking m s l y a , J s i in Lemma 2.4, and usingi
Lemma 2.3 and the second part of Proposition 3.4, it follows that
m V P ) 0, m V Q s 0. .  . .  .lya lyai i
w  .x w  .x w  .x w  .xThus, V P / V Q . To prove that V Q $ V P , we must prove that,
 .  .for all m g P, either 1.8 i or 1.8 ii holds. We may assume that m s l y
  ..   .. s a , s G 0, since otherwise m V P s m V Q s 0. Suppose firstjg I j j j m m
 .that s ) 0. We have just shown that, if m s l y a , then 1.8 i holds,i i
 .while if m - l y a , then 1.8 ii holds with n s l y a . On the otheri i
 4hand, if s s 0, then by applying 2.4 with J s I _ i , we havei
m V P s m V P s m V Q s m V Q , .  .  .  . .  . .  .m m J m J mJ J
 .   4and so 1.8 i holds note that I _ i is connected because of our assump-
.tion on it .
Suppose now that node i is linked to two other nodes, and assume for a
contradiction that the roots of P do not form a q -segment. It is easy toi i
see that there exist subsets J , J : I such that1 2
 .  4  .a I s J @ i @ J disjoint union ,1 2
 .  4b J j i defines a diagram of type A,1
 .c J is connected, and2
 .d a s 0 if j g J , k g J .jk 1 2
l J j i4  .1Let P9 g P be such that V P9 is a minimal affinization of l ,J j i41
 .and let Q s Q be defined byj jg I
P if j g J ,j 2
Q s Xj   4P if j g J j i .j 1
w  .x w  .xWe claim that V Q $ V P , giving a contradiction as before.
w  .x w  .xAs in the first part of the proof, we see that V Q / V P and that, in
w  . w  .xproving that V Q $ V P , we need only consider weights m g P of the]
  ..form msly s a , where s G 0 for all j g I, s s0, and m V Q )jg I j j j i m
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0. We show that, for such m,
m V Q s m V P , .  . .  .m m
 .establishing 1.8 i and proving our claim.
We make use of the following lemma, which will also be needed later.
LEMMA 4.3. Let i g I be such that0
 4I s J @ i @ J1 0 2
 .  4disjoint union , where J is of type A, J @ i is connected, and a s 0 if1 2 0 jk
q l  J1.j g J , k g J . Let l g P , Q g P , and assume that V Q is a minimal1 2
affinization of lJ1. Let m g P be of the form m s l y  s a , wherejg I j j
  .. s G 0 for all j, and s s 0. If m V Q ) 0, then s s 0 for all j g J andj i m j 1
q.so m g l y Q .J2
  ..Assuming this lemma for the moment, we see that, if m V Q ) 0,m
q   ..then mglyQ . Since P sQ , 2.4 implies, as desired, that m V P sJ J J m2 2 2
  ..m V Q .m
< <We have now proved Proposition 4.2 when J s 1. For the inductive
< <step, assume that J s r ) 1 and suppose that the result is known when
< <  .J - r. Proceeding by contradiction, we suppose that V P is a non-J
minimal affinization of l . Define a subset J9 : I and a node j g J asJ 0
follows:
 .i if J contains an element j that is linked to exactly one other
element in I, choose j s j and J9 s B;0
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 .ii otherwise, choose J9 to be disjoint from J such that J j J9 is
 .admissible and I _ J j J9 is connected, and let j be the unique element0
of J that is connected to an element of J9.
See the diagrams above.
 .By the induction hypothesis, V P is a minimal affinization. Hence,J _ j 40X  4  .by Theorem 3.1, we may choose P , for j g J9 j j , such that deg P sj 0 j
 X.  .  .deg P , and such that, if we define the J j J9 -tuple R s R byj j jg J j J 9
 4P if j g J _ j ,j 0
R s Xj   4P if j g J9 j j ,j 0
 .  . lthen V R is a minimal affinization of l . Now define Q s Q g PJ j J 9 j jg I
by
X  4P if j g J9 j j ,j 0
Q sj  P otherwise.j
w  .x w  .xWe prove that V Q $ V P , giving the usual contradiction.
 .Note first that, by 3.2, V Q is a minimal affinization of l , but byJ J
 .assumption, V P is not minimal. By 3.3,J
m V P ) 0, m V Q s 0. .  . .  .l y a . J l y a . JJ i g J i J J i g J i J
By 2.3 and 2.4,
m V P ) 0, m V Q s 0. 10 .  .  . .  .ly a ly ai g J i i g J i
w  .x w  .xHence, V P / V Q .
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w  .x w  .xTo prove that V Q $ V P , we need only consider, as usual, weights
  ..m such that m V Q ) 0 and m s l y h, where h s  s a and eachm jg I j j
 .s G 0. By the second equation in 10 , h /  a . If h )  a , thenj jg J j jg J j
 .1.8 ii holds with n s l y  a . Hence, we may assume that s s 0 forjg J j j1
some j g J. Define a subset J0 of J as follows:1
 .i J0 s J if j s j ,0 1
 .ii if j / j , then J0 is the maximal connected subset of J containing0 1
j but not j .0 1
See the diagrams above.
  4.Set J s J9 j J0, J s I _ J j j . Note that J is of type A and J1 2 1 1 1 2
is connected. Applying 4.3, we see that m g l y Qq. Since P s Q itJ J J2 2 2
follows as usual from 2.3 and 2.4 that
m V P s m V Q , .  . .  .m m
thus completing the proof of the inductive step.
All that remains is to give the
 .  .Proof of 4.3. By 1.6 d , V Q is isomorphic to a subquotient of
 J1.  J2 @ i04.   J1.the tensor product V Q m V Q : a fortiori, m V Q mm
 J2 @ i04..   J1.  J2 @ i04..  .V Q ) 0. By 2.6, if ¨ g V Q m V Q is any U g -m q
highest weight vector, then
¨ s w m wX , t t
t
 J1.  . J1where w g V Q is a U g -highest weight vector of weight l yt q
X  J2 @ i04.  . s a , and w g V Q is a U g -highest weight vector of weightjg J j j t q1
J2 @ i04  J1. J1l y  s a . Since V Q is a minimal affinization of l , Theo-jg J j j2 qrem 3.1 implies that s s 0 for all j g J and hence m s l y Q .j 1 J2
5. TWISTING WITH THE CARTAN INVOLUTION
In this section, g is an arbitrary finite-dimensional complex simple Lie
 .algebra. If V is any representation of U g , given by a homomorphism r :Ãq
 .  .  .U g ª End V , say, we denote by v* V the representation r ( v,Ã Ãq
 .  .where v is the involution of U g defined in 1.4 b . Let V * be theÃ q
 .  .U g -representation dual to V: recall that the action of U g on V * isÃ Ãq q
defined by
x ? f ¨ s f S x ? ¨ , .  .  . .
 .  .  .where f g V *, x g U g , and S: U g ª U g is the antipode. It isÃ Ã Ãq q q
 .clear that, if V is an irreducible representation of U g , then V * andÃq
 .v* V are both irreducible representations as well. The purpose of thisÃ
 .section is to give the defining polynomials of v* V and V * in terms ofÃ
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the defining polynomials of V. We need this result in the next section to
prove the uniqueness of certain minimal affinizations.
Let w be the longest element of the Weyl group of g , and let i ª i be0
 .the bijection I ª I such that w a s ya . It is well known that0 i i
v* V l ( V yw l , V l * ( V yw l , .  .  .  . .  .  .0 0
q  .for all l g P , where v is the Cartan involution of U g .q
q  . lPROPOSITION 5.1. Let l g P , P s P g P , and leti ig I
 .l i
y1 =P u s 1 y a u a g C . .  .  .i r , i r , i
rs1
vÃ vÃ yw l.0 .  .a Define P s P g P byi ig I
 .l i
v 2ÃP u s 1 y q a u . .  .i i r , i
rs1
Then, there exists t g C=, independent of i g I, such that
U vÃv* V P ( t V P .  . .  .Ã t
 .as representations of U g .Ãq
 .  U . yw 0l.b Define P* s P g P byi ig I
 .l i
U y1P u s 1 y a u . .  .ı r , i
rs1
=  .Then, there exists t* g C such that, as representations of U g ,Ãq
V P * ( t U V P* . .  . .t*
Proof. We first prove that it suffices to establish the proposition in the
 .  .case when l is fundamental. We do this for part b ; the proof for part a
 w xis similar see also 3 , where the corresponding result was proved for rank
.  .  .two algebras . By 1.6 d , we see that V P is the unique irreducible
subquotient of
 .l i
V l , a .m m i i , r
igI rs1
which contains the tensor product of the highest weight vectors the tensor
.product of the representations can be taken in any order . It is not hard to
see that
UV l , a * ( V l , a , .  .i i , r ı i , r
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U =  w x.  .for some a g C this follows from Proposition 3.3 in 3 . Hence, V P *i, r
is the unique irreducible subquotient of
 .l i
UV l , a .m m ı i , r
igI rs1
containing the tensor product of the highest weight vectors. Thus, by
 . U1.6 d , it suffices to calculate the a .i, r
The proof of 5.1 in the fundamental case is a consequence of the
following lemma.
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose that a / 0, i / j, and that a , a g C=. Theni j i j
 .   .  ..a m V l , a m V l , a s 1;l ql ya ya i i j ji j i j
 .  .  .  .b if ¨ g V l , a , ¨ g V l , a are U g -highest weight ¨ectors, andÃi i i j j j q
 .  .  .  .  .M s U g ? ¨ m ¨ ; V l , a m V l , a , then m M s 0 iffÃq i j i i j j l ql ya yai j i j
ai y3 d qd y1.i js q :
aj
 .   .  ..  .c Let ¨ g V l , a m V l , a be a U g -highest weighti i j j l ql ya ya qi j i j
 .¨ector. Then, ¨ is also U g -highest weight iffÃq
ai 3d qd y1j is q .
aj
 .Assuming this lemma, 5.1 a is proved as follows. Using the notation
introduced in 5.2, we have
v* M : v* V l , a m v* V l , a . .  . .Ã Ã Ã . .j j i i
w xAs in the proof of Proposition 5.5 in 3 ,
v* V l , a ( V l , a . .Ã  .i i ı i
=for some a g C . Identifying the two representations above, we thus havei
v* M : V l , a m V l , a . .Ã  . .j j ı i
 .   ..Now, since m M s 1, we have m v* M s 1 by the discussionÃl ql l qli j i j
 .  .  .  .preceding 5.1. Hence, v* M contains U g ? ¨ m ¨ : V l , a mÃ Ãq j ı j j
y3 d qd y1.i j .  .V l , a . Assume now that a ra s q . Then, by 5.2 b ,ı i i j
 .   ..m M s 0, hence m v* M s 0. A fortiori,Ãl ql ya ya l ql ya yai j i j i j i j y3 d qd y1.j ı  .  ..  .m U g ? ¨ m ¨ s 0. By 5.2 b again, a ra s q .Ãl ql ya ya q j ı j ii j i j
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Since d s d for all i g I, we getı i
2 2q a a s q a a ,j j j i i i
 .from which 5.1 a follows for fundamental representations.
 .We now prove 5.1 b . We continue to assume that
ai y3 d qd y1.i js q .
aj
Let aU g C= be such thati
UV l , a * s V l , a . .  .i i i i
U U .  .By standard properties of duals, M* is a quotient of V l , a m V l , a .j j ı i
 .  .  .Since m M s 0, we have m M* s 0. Applying 5.2 c ,l ql ya ya l ql ya yai j i j i j i j
we see that
aUj 3d qd y1 3d qd y1ı j i js q s q .Uai
This gives
a ai js ,U Ua ai j
 .from which 5.1 b follows.
 . =Proof of 5.2 a . It suffices to prove that, if a / 0, i / j, and a g C ,i j i
then
m V l , a s m V l , a s 0. 11 .  .  . .  .l ya i i l ya ya i ii i i i j
For this result clearly implies that
m V l , a m V l , a s m V l m V l , .  . .  . .  .l ql ya ya i i j j l ql ya ya i ji j i j i j i j
and it easy to see that the last multiplicity is one.
 .  4It suffices to prove 11 when g is of rank 2. For, if J s i, j : I, then,
  . ..by the rank 2 case, m V l , a s 0, so, by 2.4,l y a y a . i J ii i j J
  ..m V l , a s 0.l ya ya i ii i j
 .  .If g is of type A , 11 is obvious, since, by 3.1, V l , a is an2 i i
 .irreducible representation of U g .q
w  .xIf g is of type C or G , this was proved in 3, Proposition 5.4 i .2 2
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 .  4Proof of 5.2 b, c . Taking J s i, j we see that, by Proposition 2.2, it
suffices to prove this result in the rank two case. If g is of type A , bothJ 2
 .  . w xparts b and c are established in the proof of Lemma 4.1 in 6 .
 .If g is of type C or G , then i s ı for i s 1, 2. Part b was established2 2
 . w x  .  .in Proposition 5.4 c in 3 . To prove c , note that, by a , ¨ is a
 .  .  .  .U g -highest weight vector in V l , a mV l , a iff m M* sÃq i i j j l ql ya yai j i j
 . .  .  .0, where M * s U g ¨ m ¨ : V l , a * m V l , a *. WritingÃq j i j j i i
 .  U .  .V l , a * ( V l , a , we see from part b thati i i i
aUj y3 d qd y1.j is q . 12 .Uai
A direct calculation in the rank two case now gives that
aU s ta ,r r
 .and combining with 12 gives the desired result.
6. THE SIMPLY LACED CASE
In this section, we assume that g is of type D or E. Let I , I , I ; I,1 2 3
and i g I be as defined at the beginning of Section 4. If l g P, define0
 .subsets I l : I , r s 1, 2, 3, by the following conditions:r r
 .i l s 0,I l.r
 .  .ii I l is connected.r
 .  .  4iii I l j i is of type A, andr 0
 .  .  .  .iv I l is maximal with respect to properties i ] iii .r
 .Note that I l may be empty.r
The following theorem is the main result of this paper.
THEOREM 6.1. Let g be of type D or E. Let l g Pq and assume that
 .l i / 0.0
 .  .  4 la If I l s I for some r g 1, 2, 3 , then Q has a unique minimalr r
 . lelement. This element is represented by V P , where P g P , if and only if
 .V P is a minimal affinization of l .I _ I I _ Ir
 .  4  . lb Suppose that, for all r g 1, 2, 3 , I l / I . Then, Q has exactlyr r
l w  .xthree minimal elements. In fact, if P g P , then V P is minimal if and
 4  .  .only if there exists r, s g 1, 2, 3 , r / s, such that V P and V P areI _ I I _ Ir s
minimal affinizations of l and l , respecti¨ ely.I _ I I _ Ir s
 .  4Remarks. 1 Note that, for any r g 1, 2, 3 , I _ I is of type A, so wer
 .know from the results of Section 3 precisely when V P is minimal.I _ Ir
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 .2 It might be helpful to illustrate this theorem diagrammatically. First,
q  . lif g is of type A, l g P , P s P g P , and if the roots of P form ai ig I i
q segment with centre a for all i g I, then we draw an arrow above thei
Dynkin diagram of g
 .  .according to whether the a satisfy condition a or condition b in 3.1,i
respectively. If g is of type D or E, the theorem says that, under the
 . lhypotheses of 6.1 a , the minimal element of Q is given by the diagram
 . land, under the hypotheses of 6.1 b , the three minimal elements of Q are
given by the diagrams
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 .  .Proof of 6.1. Suppose first that I l s I for all r. Then, if V P isr r
minimal, by 4.2 the roots of P form a q -segment, and obviously P s 1 ifi i i0 0
 .i / i . By 1.7, V P is unique up to twisting with an automorphism t , for0 t
= w  .x lsome t g C . In particular, the element V P g Q is unique and part
 .a is proved in this case.
 .Suppose next that I l s I for exactly two values of r, say r s 1, 2,r r
 .without loss of generality. If V P is a minimal affinization of l, then, by
 .4.2, V P is a minimal affinization of l . By 3.1, for all i g I jI j i 4 I j i 4 33 0 3 0
 4  .i such that l i ) 0, the roots of P form a q -segment with centre a ,0 i i i
 .  .say, where a ra satisfies either condition a or condition b in 3.1. Byi i0
 .  .    ...  .5.1, V P satisfies condition a iff v* V P * satisfies condition b . SinceÃ
w  .x w   .. x  .V P s v* V P * it follows that the equivalence class of V P isÃ
uniquely determined.
 .  .For the remainder of the proof of 6.1 a , and also for the proof of 6.1 b ,
 4we introduce the following notation. If r g 1, 2, 3 , let i g I be ther r
unique index such that
 .  .i l i / 0, andr
 .  4  4  .ii i j i j I l is of type A.r 0 r
 .  4  4  .Note that, if I l / I , then i and i are the nodes of i j i j I lr r r 0 r 0 r
  . .which are connected to only one other node and i s i if I l s I .r 0 r r
 . qDefine u l s  a g Q .r ig I l. tr
q  . lPROPOSITION 6.2. Let l g P satisfy l i ) 0, and let P g P . As-0
 .sume that V P is minimal for r s 1, 2, 3.I j i 4r 0
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 .  4  4i Let r, s, t s 1, 2, 3 . The following statements are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a V P is a minimal affinization of l ;I _ I I _ Ir r
 .  .b V P is a minimal affinization ofI l.j i , i , i 4j I l.s 0 s t t
l ;I l.j i , i , i 4j I l.s 0 s t t
 .   ..c m V P s 0.lya ya ya yu l.yu l.i i i s t0 s t
 . q   ..ii Let 0 / h s  s a g Q be such that m V P ) 0. Then,j j j lyh
 .a s / 0.i0
 .  4b if j g I is such that s ) 0, and if J : I j i is the con-r j r 0
nected subset of type A which has j and i as its ``end'' nodes, then s ) 0 for0 i
all i g J:
 .  .  .c if I / I l then either s ) 0 for all j g I l or s s 0 forr r j r j
 .all j g I _ I l .r r
 .  .  .Proof of 6.2. i The equivalence a m b is obvious from 3.1. The
 .  .equivalence b m c follows from 2.4 and 3.3.
 .   ..ii Suppose that m V P ) 0. Write m s l y h, where h s  s a .m j j j
 4  4  .Suppose that s s 0. Let r, s, t s 1, 2, 3 . Since V P is minimal ofi I j i 40 r 0
  .type A, it follows from 2.4 and 3.1 that m V P s 0 where n sn I j i 4r 0
l y h9, and h9 g Qq . Applying 2.6 to the decomposition I sI j i 4 I j i 4r 0 r 0
 4  .I j i j I j I now shows that s s 0 for all i g I , r s 1, 2, 3. Hence,r 0 s t i r
 .h s 0, contradicting our assumption. This proves a .
 4Let j g I be such that s ) 0 and let J : I j i be the type A subsetr j r 0
which has j and i as its ``end'' nodes. Suppose that s s 0 for some i g J,0 i
say i s j9. We have a unique decomposition
 4I s J9@ j9 @ J0
 .  4disjoint union , where j g J9 ; I , i g J0 j j9 , J9 is of type A, andr 0
a s 0 if r g J9, s g J0. Applying 2.6, 2.4, and 3.1 again gives that s s 0r s i
 .for all i g J9, contradicting s / 0. This proves b .j
 .Part c now follows by considering separately the cases s ) 0 andi r
s s 0.i r
 .  .  .We now return to the proof of 6.1 a in the case I l s I , I l / I ,1 1 r r
 .  .r s 2, 3. Suppose for a contradiction that V P is not minimal. By 6.2 iI _ I1
this means that
m V P ) 0. 13 .  . .lyu l.yu l.ya ya ya2 3 i i i2 3 0
 . lBy 3.1, there exists a unique Q s Q g P such thati ig I
 .i Q s 1 if i g I ;i 1
 .  4ii Q s P if i g I j i ;i i 2 0
 .  .iii V Q is a minimal affinization of l .I _ I I _ I1 1
w  .x w  .x w  .xWe prove that V Q $ V P , contradicting the minimality of V P .
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w  .x w  .x  .Clearly, V Q / V P , since, by 6.2 i ,
m V Q s 0. 14 .  . .lyu l.yu l.ya ya ya2 3 i i i2 3 0
q   ..Suppose that m g P is such that m V Q ) 0, and let m s l y h,m
q  . .h g Q . Write h s  s a . If s ) 0 and s ) 0, it follows from 6.2 ii aj j j i i2 3
 .  .  .  .that h ) u l q u l q a q a q a . Equations 13 and 14 now2 3 i i i0 2 3
 .  .  .show that condition 1.8 ii is satisfied with n s l y u l y u l y a y2 3 i2
a y a .i i3 0
 .  4If s G 0 and s s 0, let J s I j I j I l j i . By 2.4 and the facti i 1 2 3 02 3
that P s Q , we getJ J
m V Q s m V Q s m V P s m V P , .  .  .  . .  . .  .m m J m J mJ J
 .  .  4so 1.8 i is satisfied. If s s 0 and s ) 0, let J9 s I j I l j I j i .i i 1 2 3 02 3
  ..   ..By 2.4, it suffices to show that m V P s m V Q . Note thatm J 9 m J 9J 9 J 9X   4.  4P s Q s 1 if i g J _ I j i , and that, if i g I j i , then, by 4.2i i 3 0 3 0
=  .and 3.1 there exists a , g g C such that the roots of P resp. Q form ai i i
 y1 .q -segment with centre a resp., g a . It follows from 5.1 thati i i
v* V P * ( t U V Q .  . .  .Ã .J 9 t J 9
= for some t g C here, v and t are the appropriate automorphisms ofÃ t
 ..U g . This proves our assertion.Ãq J 9
 .We have now shown that, if V P is a minimal affinization of l, then
 .  .V P is a minimal affinization of l . Conversely, suppose that V PI _ I I _ I I _ I1 1 1
l  . w  . w  .xis minimal. Choose Q g P such that V Q is minimal and V Q $ V P .]
 .By the first part of the proof, V Q is minimal. By 3.1, there existsI _ I1
g g C= such that either
 . =i for all i g I _ I , there exists a g C such that the roots of P1 i i
 .  .resp. Q form a q -segment with centre a resp. g a , ori i i i
 . =ii for all i g I _ I , there exists a g C such that the roots of P1 i i
 .  y1 .resp. Q form a q -segment with centre a resp. g a .i i i i
Since P s Q s 1 for i g I , it follows from 1.7 and 5.1 that eitheri i 1
 .  . U   ..i V P ( t V Q ,t
or
 .  .  U   ...ii V P ( v*t V Q *,Ã t
= w  .x w  .x w  .xfor some t g C . But, in both cases, V P s V Q , so V P is minimal.
 .This completes the proof of 6.1 a
 .  .  .Suppose now, for 6.1 b , that I l / I for all r, that V P is a minimalr r
 .  .affinization of l, but that neither V P nor V P is minimal. By 3.1I _ I I _ I2 3
 . and 4.2, it follows that V P is not minimal either this is clear from theI _ I1
.  .diagrams in the second remark following the statement of 6.1 . By 6.2 i ,
m V P ) 0 15 .  . .lya ya ya yu l.yu l.i i i r s0 r s
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 4 lfor all r / s in 1, 2, 3 . By Proposition 3.1 again, there exists Q g P such
 .that V Q is minimal and Q s P if i g I j I . Note that thenI _ I i i 1 21
 .  .V Q is also a minimal affinization of l and hence by 6.2 iI _ I I _ I l.2 2
m V Q s 0, r s 1, 2. 16 .  . .lya ya ya yu l.yu l.i i i r 30 r 3
 . w  .x w  .x w  .x w  .xBy 15 , V Q / V P and we prove next that V P $ V Q .
q   ..Suppose that m s l y h, where h g Q is such that m V Q ) 0.m
 . .  .If either s , s ) 0 or s , s ) 0, then 6.2 ii a , together with Eqs. 15i i i i1 3 2 3
 .  .and 16 , shows that 1.8 ii holds with
n s l y a y a y a y u l y u l .  .i i i r 30 r 3
for r s 1 or 2.
 4  .  . . qIf s s 0, set J s I j I j i j I l . By 6.2 ii b , h g Q , andi 1 2 0 3 J3
noting that P s Q , we get from 2.4 thatJ J
m V P s m V P s m V Q s m V Q . .  .  .  . .  . .  .m m J m J m
 .  .  4Finally, if s ) 0 and s s s s 0, take J s I l j I l j i j I .i i i 1 2 0 33 1 2
 . . q  .By 6.2 ii b , h g Q . The same argument used in this case in 6.1 a showsJ
that, for some g g C=,
V P ( t U V Q or V PX ( vUt U V Q *. .  .  .  . .  .Ã .J g J J g J
  ..   ..  .In both cases, m V P s m V Q , so 1.8 i is satisfied.m m
 .We have now shown that, if V P is minimal, then, for some r / s in
 4 l1, 2, 3 , P g P , wherer , s
P l s P g P l ¬ V P and V P are both minimal . .  . 4r , s I _ I I _ Ir s
l w  .x w  .xNote that, by 1.7, 3.1, and 5.1, if P, Q g P , then V P s V Q .r , s
l  4  4  .Moreover, if P g P and t g 1, 2, 3 _ r, s , then, by 3.1, V P is notr , s I _ It
 .minimal, and hence by 6.2 i ,
m V P ) 0, . .lya ya ya yu l.yu l.i i i r s0 r s
m V P s 0, . .lya ya ya yu l.yu l.i i i r t0 r t
m V P s 0. . .lya ya ya yu l.yu l.i i i t s0 t s
r , s l w  r , s.x  4It follows that, if P g P , then the V P , for r - s in 1, 2, 3 , arer , s
distinct elements of Q l. We prove that all three elements are minimal. For
this, it suffices to show that none of them is strictly less than the other two.
w  1, 2 .x w  1, 3.xSuppose, for example, that V P $ V P . Since
m V P1, 2 ) 0, . .lya ya ya yu l.yu l.i i i 1 20 1 2
m V P1, 3 s 0, . .lya ya ya yu l.yu l.i i i 1 20 1 2
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q  .  .there exists h g Q such that h - a q a q a q u l q u l andi i i 1 20 1 2
  1, 3..   1, 2 ..  1, 3 .m V P ) m V P . But this is impossible, since V P islyh lyh I _ I3
  1, 3..minimal, so by 2.4 and 3.3, m V P s 0.lyh
The proof of Theorem 6 is complete.
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